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1966-1967 Spare Tire Hold Down Bracket

Required when replacing a trunk floor, this special bracket CRAM817-1466
attaches to the trunk floor and allows for the spare tire to be held
in place. Be sure order the studs,wing nuts and other brackets
required to hold the tire down.Fits: 1966-1967 B-Body cars

56.86

1966-1967 Spare Tire Well Board

Each black fiberboard panel is precision die-cut to original CRREMCHR-STB-0
specifications to fit beneath the trunk mat and over the spare tire 05
well just like the original factory panel.Fits:1966-67
Belvedere1966-1967 Charger1966-67 Coronet1967 GTX1966-67
Satellite

31.99

1966-1968 Spare Tire Wing Nut

Reproduction wing nut used to secure the spare tire in the trunk CRIC6023540
on all 1963-68 models. Manufactured as original.

16.99

Early Birds Order Hotline: 1 800 463 0546

1966-1972 Spare Tire Hold Down Bracket

Factory style replacement spare tire hold down bracket for CRICMM1764
1962-74 models. This is the bracket that secures the spare tire to
the trunk floor. Officially licensed by Mopar, manufactured in
OE-gauge steel featuring all original contours and details. Comes
finished in black EDP coating to prevent rust.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

49.99

1968-1970 Jack Bracket Front

ÊSpecial front bracket that holds jack in place. ÊMounts to the CRAM818-2668-1
inner fender.

39.80

1968-1970 Jack Bracket Rear

Mounts to rear of trunk floor or extension and holds jack in place.

43.59

1968-1970 Jack Bracket Set - 3Pc

Three piece jack bracket set comprised of front and rear brackets CRAM818-2668-S
and a spring to hold the jack in place.

113.74

1968-1970 Jack Spring Hook - LH

Replacement left hand spring hook for 1968-74 Mopar B/E-Body CRICMM1606
models. Replace your damaged or missing original hook with this
quality part.

39.99
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CRAM818-1570-2L

1968-1974 Spare Tire Mounting Hardware Set

Replacement spare tire mounting stud and nut for various CRICMB192060
1968-74 models. Replace your missing or damaged hardware
with this set which includes the correct stud and nut.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

49.99

1968-1974 Spare Tire Support Brackets - PR

Replacement spare tire supports originally installed on 1968-74 CRICMM1601
Charger models. Sold as a pair.

84.99

1971-1972 Spare Tire Hold Down Bracket

Required when replacing a trunk floor, this special bracket CRAM817-1471
attaches to the trunk floor and allows for the spare tire to be held
in place. Be sure order the studs,wing nuts and other brackets
required to hold the tire down.Fits: 1971-1972 B-Body cars

51.17

1971-1973 Jack Bracket - PR

Reproduction jack mounting bracket for 1971-73 Mopar B-Body CRICMM1605
models. Replace your damaged or missing hardware with these
quality replacement parts.

49.99

Early Birds specializes in hard-to-find Charger parts and has been serving you for over 25 years.
Call us at 1 800 463 0546 Mon - Fri 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM (EST) - we know our cars!
Fax your order: (416) 630 8794
Our Mailing Address:
Early Birds
25 Saunders Road, Unit 9
Barrie, Ontario
L4N 9A7
Canada
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